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 - ADDENDUM - 

 GUELPH CITY COUNCIL MEETING  

 
 - JANUARY 17, 2011 - 
 

********************************************************** 
 

DELEGATIONS’ 

PRESENTATIONS 

 
a) 716 Gordon Street:  Proposed Official Plan Amendment and Zoning By-law 
 Amendment (File:  OP1001/ZC1010) – Ward 5 

 
• Harry Oussoren, Mayfield Park Community Association 

• Georgia Mason & Jonathan Newman, Mayfield Park Community 
Association 

• Daniel Ganesh, Mayfield Park Community Association 

 
 

DELEGATIONS 

 
a) 716 Gordon Street:  Proposed Official Plan Amendment and Zoning By-law 

 Amendment (File:  OP1001/ZC1010) – Ward 5 
 

• Andrea Martin 
• Daphne Wainman-Wood 
• Anna Law 

 
 

CORRESPONDENCE 

 
a) 716 Gordon Street:  Proposed Official Plan Amendment and Zoning By-law 
 Amendment (File:  OP1001/ZC1010) – Ward 5 

 
• Emeric and Maria Rozsa 

• Morris Haley 
• Jerry Greenfield 
• John & Barbara Stevens 
• Len & Earlene Robitaille 
• Andrew Kropinski 
• Elaine Bradbury 
• Geoff Allen & Matt Sheehy 
• Reny Pietrobon 
• Bernhard Vanderkamp 
• Joshua Gong & Xia Yue 
• Eileen Bousfield 
• Dale Lockie 



• An additional 84 signatures to Mayfield Park Community Association 
 Petition were also received 

 
 

BY-LAWS 

 

 

By-law Number (2010)-19140 
A By-law to authorize the conveyance of 

Part of Block 2, Registered Plan 696, 
designated as Parts 1, 2 and 4, 
Reference Plan 61R7405, City of Guelph 

to Cargill Canada Holdings V (2007) 
Limited. 

 

 

 
To authorize a conveyance. 

 

 



Presentation 1

Harry Oussoren



Mayfield

Park Area





Natural situation: boreal forest

Westbound Stone RD



View from the University



Eastbound Stone Rd



View from Campus Estates Plaza















































































Student Needs Assessment

File no. OP1001/ZC1010File no. OP1001/ZC1010

Mayfield Park Community Association

Presentation to Council, Jan 17, 2011



Need for student housing

• Official Plan Amendment Review Criteria

• 9.3.2. d) The need for the proposed use, in 

light of projected population and employment light of projected population and employment 

targets

File no. OP1001/ZC1010



2010-2011 UG Student 

accommodation

Currently enrolled 19,400

Living at home 1,940

# in UG residence 5,200

Remainder for off-

campus

12,260

Source: University of Guelph

File no. OP1001/ZC1010



For the next 3 – 5 years

Total 19,000

Living at home 1,900

# in UG residence 5,200

Remainder for off-

campus

11,900

Source: University of Guelph. 

File no. OP1001/ZC1010



Off Campus Housing Website

• “Rental housing is very plentiful in Guelph - so 

take your time with your search. Look at 

several places before making a decision,” 

taken from Rental Listings at taken from Rental Listings at 

www.uoguelph.ca/och

• Enough off-campus housing currently and 

based on projections for next few years 

(Manager, Off-Campus Housing, UG, 2011)

File no. OP1001/ZC1010

http://www.uoguelph.ca/och


Need for off-campus housing?

NO

File no. OP1001/ZC1010

NO



Need for off-campus housing?

NO

File no. OP1001/ZC1010

NO

- Market study required 



1500? Sources, impacts

• Non-student tenants (Human Rights 

Commission, Landlord and Tenant Act

– offer 12 m tenancy

• From existing rental units• From existing rental units

– Livelihood of current landlords

• From on-campus residence

File no. OP1001/ZC1010



Student welfare

• Safety: 1500 people at 716 Gordon Street is 

just wrong! For the City, for the University, for 

the tenants, for Guelph taxpayers.

– Intersection is major gateway to City and to UG– Intersection is major gateway to City and to UG

– Limited accessibility for emergency services

– Congestion from pedestrians, cyclists, cars 

File no. OP1001/ZC1010



Student welfare

• No restriction to undesirable elements

• No balconies

• Already heavily congested at Stone and 

Gordon for September move-inGordon for September move-in

• Proposal is not a solution to shared rental 

housing concerns. Just another problem.

File no. OP1001/ZC1010



Student welfare

• Counteracts assimilation of students into 

Guelph Community 

– Focus of Off Campus Housing Dept, UG

• Security: “ The proposed development will • Security: “ The proposed development will 

have a secured entrance and a full-time on-

site property manager to maintain the 

property, coordinate student activities and 

provide security” Abode Planning Justification 

Report 3.0

File no. OP1001/ZC1010



Conclusion

• No evidence of a current and future need for off-
campus student housing

• Market study required for source of 1500 
tenants, risk assessment and impact on Guelph 
taxpayerstaxpayers

• In conjunction with all of the other risks including 
student safety, Council has no recourse but to 
reject the current proposal File No. 
Op1001/ZC1010 by Abode Varsity Living Inc. 

File no. OP1001/ZC1010



January 12, 2011 

 

To Guelph City Council and City staff: 

 

I am a home owner                             immediately adjacent to the proposed development at 716 Gordon.  

I want to go on record that I am 100% opposed to this development. My reasons are as follows: 

 

1. As an immigrant who came here with nothing 30 years ago I have worked hard for everything I 

own.  This home was expensive by my standards and I feel that should this proposal pass in its 

present form or even if it was cut in half it will immediately and irrecoverably diminish my 

property value.  Is it safe to assume once the property has been de-valued that my property tax 

will be decrease by an equivalent percentage. 

2. Regardless of whether this structure is 16 or 6 stories it is definitely out of character with the 

neighbourhood.  It encroaches on the residents of this area and detracts from their quality of 

life.  The current size of the property does not permit a development of this size as evidenced by 

all the variance request the developer has made.   Furthermore even if the size of this structure 

was cut in half, it would still be larger than any other development in the south end including 

buildings on campus.  I’m not opposed to student housing but I don’t feel the need justifies a 

high density project such as this.    

3. Traffic congestion.  The current intersection is not designed for this level of traffic.  Though a 

hotel occupies this lot – hotels are never at capacity.  If the intersection has to be redesigned 

who will incur this cost – the tax payer?   

4. I don’t see the need for this type of structure, this size of structure or what purpose it serves.  

There is no shortage of student housing in the city according to the University of Guelph.  

Therefore why create a structure of this size or even half the size?  How does this benefit or 

serve a need for the city or the immediate community? 

5. According to the by-law amendments of fall 2010 with regard to share housing the Cities aim 

was to disperse student housing throughout the city thereby reducing “intensification” and 

“destabilization” of neighborhoods.  Essentially prevent a build- up of students in any given 

area.  Though this proposal will be classed differently as a high density dwelling it still does not 

change the fact that this is a completely opposite direction than what the city proposed six 

months ago.  Not only is this poor planning it is inconsistent planning.   

6. I’ve reviewed the presentation which is very slick and professional and definitely designed to sell 

council on the benefits of this project.  However what will council do if once this project is 

approved the developer deviates from what was proposed?  Due to the high density aspect of 

this development the grounds are poorly maintained and litered with garbage?  On-site security 

becomes too expensive and the developer eliminates this.  Will the city now bear the cost 

through extra policing services?  Furthermore what recourse does a resident have if problems 

ensue?  As evidenced in last Summers shared housing review the current by-laws are poorly 

enforced.  What is a tenant to do about the noise and unruly behavior that will ensue from 

students returning from the bar late at night? I can live with half a dozen in a house but a couple 



hundred drunken students returning from the bar in a close proximity to one another is a recipe 

for disaster.   

 

Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 

 

Emeric and Maria Rozsa 
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Date: January 14, 2011 
 
From:   Morris Haley 
  
To: Mayor Farbridge and Members of Council for the City of Guelph 
 
RE: 716 Gordon Street Proposed Student High Rise Development. 
 
I have lived in Guelph & have also been a Student Landlord in this City for 33 years. I 
am writing to present my opposition to the above proposed development  
 
The following comments are some of the reasons why this proposal should be completely 
rejected. 
  
1)  The proposal is not appropriate for the location & is contradictory to the official 
plan. 
 
The developer is requesting 10 variance applications which indicates just how unsuitable 
the proposal is to the existing zoning and official plan 
 
It is irrelevant whether the proposal is for 1500 bedrooms or a 1,000 or 500 bedrooms. 
 
Guelph has had a past policy of spreading student accommodations through-out the City 
so ghetto like areas would not develop as in Kingston or concentrated student rentals 
would not occur as in Waterloo. Witness the City’s efforts to past the 100 meter 
separation distance by-law in 2010 (since appealed) on 4+2 accessory houses to support 
that process.   
 
To locate 1,500 or 500 students in a concentrated area will create a potential ghetto.  A 
similar situation is developing with the Richmond Student Properties which contains 600 
+ bedrooms.  As a Student Landlord I rent to students who  
leave those properties because they are noisy with ineffective day to day management.  
Accommodations there are similar to a campus residence.  However there are not 
University disciplinary sanctions to keep unsocial behavior under control. We understand 
Student Tenants themselves call police to deal with for noise complaints. In addition, the 
Richmond properties are close to campus yet still have ongoing vacancies while my more 
distant student accommodations remain occupied. 
 
2)I am a student landlord & I expect a level playing field with my competition. 
 
This Developer is requesting variances from by-laws that I and other Student Landlords 
are expected to abide by. 
 
For example, the City considers it illegal for me to rent 5 plus bedrooms to students. Yet 
this Developer appears confident he can build & rent 5 bedrooms to students. Why the 
inconsistency? 



716 Gordon Street, Guelph 
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3)There has been a surplus of off-campus housing for the past 4 years.  Thus, there 
is no need for this development from an accommodations perspective. 
  
The University’s present enrollment is not expected to grow for the next five years as 
stated by senor University Administrators.  There has been a surplus of off-campus 
student accommodations for the last 4 years.  I understand there are even vacancies in on-
campus residences. 
 
What is the justification to accept this proposal fro this perspective?   
 
4)The Developer incorrectly justifies his proposal to help resolve the supposedly 
negative “destabilization” impact that student housing have on neighbourhoods.   
 
Without repeating in detail my comments I made to you, Mayor Farbridge and to 
Councillors last summer, “destabilization” is an unsupported exaggeration.   Complaints 
about potential “neighbourhood destabilization” are really an issue of by-law 
enforcement (i.e. the lack of it in the past) and not an issue of student rental housing 
density in University area neighbourhoods. 
  
Should the proposal be approved in whole or part the adjacent University neighbourhoods 
will not experience a decrease of student housing density.  Outlying student 
accommodation will become vacant as those student move closer to campus in response 
to the proposed development becoming occupied with Student rentals.  This has been the 
experience in Waterloo when student high rises were built on Columbia Street & 
University Avenue.   
 
Ironically, it seems the outlying neighbourhoods in Guelph are not complaining about 
student rental housing as compared to the adjacent University neighbourhoods.  Yet it is 
the outlying areas that will experience less student rental density, not the closer 
University neighbourhoods, should all or part of this project be approved. 
 
Compared to the specter of a concentrated 1,000 or 1,500 bedroom development the 
present system of accessorized 2-unit houses with their low neighbourhood foot print 
looks very attractive. 
 
In conclusion, I hope you consider my comments when you make your decision on this 
matter. 
 
Sincerely,  
Morris Haley 
 
CC:  City Clerk 
  City of Guelph Staff:  Katie Nasswetter and Jim Riddell 
 
DELIVERED: By E-mail on January 14, 2011 



 

 
From: Jerry GREENFIELD  

Sent: January 13, 2011 2:11 PM 
To: Mayors Office; Lise Burcher; Leanne Piper 

Subject: Re:Southeast corner of Stone and Gordon 

 
 
Why not consider the northwest quadrant for the developement of a major student housing 

facility? 

The university of Guelph just demolished three houses in that area and that would solve the 
problem 

of infringing on residential neighbourhoods. 
  

The proposal as it has been reported is properly described as ridiculous. 

  
Jerry Greenfield 

Guelph 

 



 
From: Earlene Robitaille  

Sent: January 16, 2011 10:06 PM 
To: Katie Nasswetter 

Cc: Lois Giles; Mayors Office; Leanne Piper; Lise Burcher; Bob Bell; Jim 
Furfaro; Ian Findlay; Maggie Laidlaw; andyvanhellemond@gmail.com; June 

Hofland; Cam Guthrie; Gloria Kovach; Todd Dennis; Karl Wettstein 
Subject: 716 Gordon St. Proposed Development 

 
To: Katie Nasswetter, Senior Development Planner, City of Guelph 

 
From: Len & Earlene Robitaille    
 

We would like to add our voice to what we hope is an avalanche of letters, 
rejecting the proposal by Abode Varsity Living, for 2 high rise towers 

(supposedly to house students)  on the site of 716 Gordon St. These 
massive structures would butt up against the backyards of one of Guelph's 

most beautiful residential areas, south of the U. of G., prime real 
estate, thereby beginning the erosion of said community and the devaluing 

of our homes. 
 

To propose to house 1500 students in this way is a bad idea as Toronto 
learned in the "60s from the building of Rochdale College on Bloor St.  
That much touted "student residence' was a money maker for the developer, 

and others who bought up units to make a quick buck, on the backs of 
students,  in an environment away from the jurisdiction of the University 

of Toronto, that led to rent gouging and it becoming a haven for drugs and 
a thorn in the side of "Toronto's finest". 

 
Chris Clark's Tribune article. Jan.13/ 11, p.6, says it well.    

Ghettoizing "a huge batch of students under two towering roofs" is 
"contrary to sound urban planning" and will keep the police busy. 

 
We understand the University doesn't see the need for more student housing 
according to Nancy Sullivan, V.P. Finance & Administration   

(Tribune article 224755) and their projections for years ahead.   the   
University is Guelph's claim to fame and is a gem. It's campus buildings 

and those along Stone are midrise and situated well back from the road, 
with green landscaping and trees. Lovely! All the buildings along Stone 

Rd. West - are also compatible with the whole area, residential and 
institutional , as will be the proposed welcoming entrance to the 

University.  With all the amendments to current city by-laws requested by 
AVL, their highrise will be anything but compatible for numerous reasons. 

 
Before the City gets too excited about a seeming solution to quick density 
to satisfy Place to Grow,please find out WHO is behind AVL, what their 

track record is, and what they have built  to date.  their website doesn't 
tell much and seems a dead end. 

 
We appreciate that it will not be an easy task for City Council to meet 

the aims of "Places to Grow"  but we urge those in the planning and 
decision making to be creative and reasonable in their thinking,   

mailto:andyvanhellemond@gmail.com


to seek out and listen to what the people of Guelph are saying.    
Midrise buildings on transit arteries near existing communities with ready 

made facilities would be more attractive to live in than what AVL proposes 
here.  Must neighbourhoods be ruined to accommodate the intensification of 

our city?  We moved to Guelph for what it was and still is - NOT Toronto - 
but a thriving city with a small town feeling; a university town which 

meant youth on the go, which is energizing, and the ability to get 
anywhere to fit your needs in under ten minutes. 

 
Guelph CAN reach its target for intensification but lets avoid 

transgressing on the rights of others and attempting  to drastically alter 
existing zoning codes in the process. Guelph CAN stay beautiful with the 
anticipated growth the Provincial government envisions, but it will take 

concerted effort and planning and consideration fro all involved. 
 

Len & Earlene Robitaille 

 



From: kropinski 

Sent: January 16, 2011 10:22 AM 
To: Mayors Office; Bob Bell; Jim Furfaro; Andy VanHellemond; Ian Findlay; June Hofland; Maggie 

Laidlaw; Cam Guthrie; Gloria Kovach; Lise Burcher; Leanne Piper; Todd Dennis; Karl Wettstein; 
Lois Giles 

Subject: Further comments for Council - January 17 

 

Dear Mayor Farbridge and Council Members, 

This email addresses several more of my concerns about the proposal 

by Abode Varsity Living Inc. to construct two immense residence 
towers at 716 Gordon Street. 

The height and scale of the proposed towers will dwarf the surrounding 
buildings, including the two tallest buildings in our neighbourhood, the 

Delta Hotel and “1 Stone Road West.”  The height difference will be all 
the more dramatic because the latter buildings are situated in 

hollows.  The proposed type of development would be far more 
appropriate for a redevelopment of a city core, not a residential area. 

I’m also concerned about the accuracy of the “Shadow Study.” I 
believe that the actual shadow affect of the proposed structures will be 

significantly greater than suggested.  This building will seriously block 
the sunlight properties on Evergreen, particularly in the winter and 

when the sun’s angle is low.  Using the latitude and longitude of 
Guelph and the “Sun or Moon Altitude/Azimuth Table: Locations 

Worldwide” (http://www.usno.navy.mil/USNO/astronomical-
applications/data-services/alt-az-world), I calculated the altitude of 

the sun for three times on April 21st, 2011 (2pm, 4pm and 6pm).  This 
data was used to calculate the shadow that a 16 storey building 

(assumed height: 160 ft) would cast (http://www.wsanford.com/ 
~wsanford/shadow_length.html).   

Time       Sun Altitude        Estimated Shadow  
14:00       51.7 degrees          126 ft 
16:00       33.3 degrees           244 ft 
18:00       11.8 degrees           766 ft 
  
Lastly, rumours are circulating that Dominic’s No Frills intends to move out of the 
Harvard Street Mall, and that its space will be taken over by a non-food store.  
This will be a loss to the neighbourhood as a whole; but will create an added 
hardship for the residences of 716 Gordon Street.  
 
 

http://www.usno.navy.mil/USNO/astronomical-applications/data-services/alt-az-world
http://www.usno.navy.mil/USNO/astronomical-applications/data-services/alt-az-world
http://www.wsanford.com/


 
 

 

Abode Varsity Living’s assessment of student driving, with the assumption that 
716 Gordon Street’s location with its easy access to the University, shopping and 
services which mean that the student tenants won’t require automobiles.  The 
lack of sufficient parking spaces at 716 Gordon will mean that the tenants 
(student and nonstudent) will have to walk back from Metro carrying their 
purchases – not a pleasant task on a winter’s evening. 
 

I appreciate the opportunity to address Council of Monday, January 17th. 

  
Yours sincerely 
 
 
Andrew M. Kropinski 
Research Scientist & Program Lead, Host & Pathogen Determinants, Laboratory for 
Foodborne Zoonoses 
Adjunct Professor , Microbiology & Immunology, Queen's University 
Adjunct Professor, Molecular & Cellular Biology, University of Guelph 
 



From: Elaine Bradbury  

Sent: January 13, 2011 2:24 PM 

To: Lois Giles; Katie Nasswetter 

Subject: Gordon/Stone Rd development 

 

Dear Ms. Giles and Nasswetter; 

 

I read an article that concerns me in the local Tribune last weekend.  It 

came to my attention that there is a proposed development for a very large 

complex to be built at the corner of Gordon and Stone Roads. 

 

As a resident of the south end of Guelph near Kortright and Gordon I am 

very concerned about the number of people that could suddenly be living at 

that corner with the current infrastructure.  It is an extremely busy 

intersection with vehicles, pedestrians and cyclists.  The safety of 

Guelph citizens would be put at risk with such a large population 

increase.  It is a unique intersection as there are several shopping 

centres to the northwest, a hotel and athletic club to the southwest, a 

residential neighbourhood to the southeast and the university to the 

north.  There is a diverse amount of activity at the intersection of Stone 

and Gordon Roads  producing a large amount of traffic at any time of day 

or night.  I feel the safety of the people in cars, on foot, or on 

bicycles would be compromised with the proposed possible increase in 

population at that intersection. 

 

Please forward any studies that have been completed to ensure that the 

safety of Guelph citizens will not be put at risk by increasing the 

population so greatly at such a busy interscetion. 

 

Regards 

Elaine Bradbury 

 



 
 
 
Dear Mayor and Members of Council, 
  
As representatives of the South End Ratepayers Association (SERPA), we feel we must 
express our deep concerns over the proposed development at 716 Gordon Street 
(FILE:OP1001/ZC1010).  While we are not opposed to student housing being located 
closer to the university and thus, removing the need for student housing in single family 
residential neighbourhoods, a development this massive in scope would be a blight on the 
neighbourhood.  We feel the traffic studies are flawed and do not account for the use of 
the property by those other than students, if the student population doesn't materialize.  
Even the building shadow study seems hard to believe.  Imagine half the neighbourhood 
to the east cast in shadow for most afternoons of the year.  Suffice to say, there are many, 
many other reasons why this planned colossus does not fit. 
It is clear that the U of G has a moral and ethical responsibility not only to the student body but 
also to the local community and the City of Guelph as a whole. 
That being said SERPA strongly supports the CSA suggestion that they develop an on campus 
student housing co-operative that would not only enhance the university's infrastructure but would 
help resolve many of the problems attendant to off campus student needs and housing. 
SERPA fully supports the Mayfiled Park Community Association in their efforts to 
oppose the proposed development and hope that this council will deny or drastically alter 
the proposed development. 
  
Kind Regards, 
  
Geoff Allen, Matt Sheehy 
 



From: Reny Pietrobon  

Sent: January-16-11 3:42 PM 
To: Karl Wettstein 

Subject: Abode  

 
Greetings on a Sunday P.M. Karl. I'm sure that you have been innundated with 
emails Re: this new proposal on Stone and Gordon. Here is my two cents worth: 
I am a landlord ( 1155 Gordon ) and I am concerned that this potential venture 
will impinge on the investments of approximately 400 Guelph Landlords ( approx. 
1,500 students....if 4 students lived in one dwelling, then that would correspond 
to approx. 400 tax paying Landlords who would be affected and possibly not be 
able to continue with their investment ) And I fail to see "the need ". To the best 
of my knowledge, the University of Guelph is not expecting an influx of an 
additional 1,500 students ( perhaps the opposite....but hopefully not ). The 
university has not asked for additional housing for students and also the city of 
Guelph has not asked for additional student housing. This proposal is strictly a 
business grab with no concern for local Landlords, the neighbourhood, conjestion 
etc.etc. and the City of Guelph. Hopefully Karl you can weigh in and once again 
speak demonstratively against such a proposal. My wife and I plan on attending 
the meeting Monday night. Thanks Karl.    
 



From: B J Vanderkamp   

Sent: January-16-11 4:00 PM 
To: kwettstein@rogers.com 

Subject: an abomination 

 
Hallo  Karl: 
 
I hope to be present tomorrow at the first public meeting to discuss the building of this 
abomination on the corner of Stone and Gordon. 
                       
If I am not able to attend I want you to know that I am strongly opposed to this whole plan of 
putting student residences at that corner 1500 students crossing the streets there in the morning 
and during the rest of the day will make an already very busy  crossing impossible. 
 
According to the university we have at the moment an overcapacity of 400 rooms in the university 
area so there is absolutely no need for more rooms. 
 
341 parking spaces with cars will only add to the chaos that will be created 
 
I expect that council will outright refuse the request of this developer to change the zoning to a 
high volume residential one. 
 
If this would be allowed it would also be against the university’s interest. Students leaving their 
residence to live here will result in empty rooms and as a result the cost for other students will go 
up.  
 
I expect that all councillors of ward 5 & 6 will unanimous be against this plan. 

 
                                    Bernhard  J Vanderkamp 
 

 

mailto:kwettstein@rogers.com


 
 

From: Joshua Gong  
Sent: January 14, 2011 12:55 PM 

To: Mayors Office 
Cc: Lise Burcher; Leanne Piper; Todd Dennis; Karl Wettstein; Cam Guthrie; 

Gloria Kovach; Maggie Laidlaw; June Hofland; Ian Findlay; 
andyvanhellemond@gmail.com; Bob Bell; Jim Furfaro 

Subject: Our concerns 
 

 
January 5, 2011 
 

Mayor Karen Farbridge 
City of Guelph 

mayor@guelph.ca 
 

 
Dear Mayor: 

 
We are the house owners of                   .  I am a research 

scientist with Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada, and my wife is a research 
technician at the University of Guelph.  Our family has lived in several 
cities in North America in the past.  Guelph is our most favourite city to 

live in.  This “Royal Park City” provides its residents with “a small city 
living style with all the big city convenience”.  The uniqueness of Guelph 

has also attracted us to work and live here.  Recently, we became aware 
that there is a proposed development project to build two high rise towers 

(16 and 14 stories) at the Best Western Hotel property, which will be 
rezoned from “General Residential” to “High Density Residential” to hold 

1,500 tenants.  We oppose the proposed project, as it will violate the 
principle of sustainable development of the city, pose a significantly 

negative impact on the existing community in the area, and damage Guelph’s 
unique heritage. 

 

Back to a few years ago (2005 or 2006), we were honoured with an 
opportunity to have a small gathering with you in Mr. Ned Coates’ house 

during your election campaign to defeat previous Mayor Kate Quarrie.  We 
asked you to share your vision for the future of Guelph.  We were 

impressed by your views that Guelph needs to retain its heritage and have 
sustainable development, which should be environmental-friendly and 

community-based.  Ever since, our family has been your supporters as we 
share your views.  Interestingly, there was also a slogan, if we can 

recall correctly, posed by your campaign team to Guelph residents during 
the same election: Do you want Guelph to become Mississauga?  What an 
excellent question!  Even today, everybody living in this city still needs 

to ask themselves: Do we want Guelph to become Mississauga?  Our family 
said “No” then, and still say “No” now and in the future.  We believe that 

you still have the same vision for the future of Guelph.  We felt the 
approval of the proposed development project to build two high rise towers 

at the corner of intersection of Gordon Street and Stone Road will set up 
a precedent, leading towards the direction to make Guelph becoming like 

mailto:andyvanhellemond@gmail.com
mailto:mayor@guelph.ca


Mississauga.  We therefore sincerely seek your support to reject the 
proposed development project.  Your consideration will be greatly 

appreciated. 
 

Yours truly, 
Joshua Gong and Xia Yue 

 
 

Cc: City Councillors:  

 



 

 
From: Eileen Bousfield  

Sent: January 15, 2011 10:06 AM 
To: Undisclosed-Recipient:; 

Subject: Proposed Development of Gordon St. 

 
Madam Mayor & Members of City Council: 
  
I am writing this on behalf of myself and other residents of Campus Estates 
neighborhood. 
  
We are not at all in favour of this development for several reasons, some of which are 
listed below. 
  
1.   This structure does not fit into the mostly residential area. 
      We believe that if this proposal goes through, it will lead to further contruction of this 
type in the Gordon St. corridor.  It will be like entering Mississauga or Toronto! 
  
2.   If indeed, this structure is for students of U of G...it is our understanding according to  
 personnel at the U of G, that more student housing is not needed.   The apartment 
buildings  on Edinburgh Road across from Stone Rd. Mall) are not even filled to 
capacity. 
     As well, some private homes where students rent are not filled. SO WHY IS THERE 
A NEED FOR MORE student residences? 
     IF there was a need, why wouldn't  the U of G have more apartments constructed on 
its property similar to those on Edinburgh Rd. 
  
3.  Already  Harvard Rd is getting more busy, as drivers take this shortcut to Gordon or 
Edinburgh Rd. (depending which way you're travelling) to avoid the lights on Stone Rd. 
     Even at Harvard & Gordon, there is a long wait at the lights, as the traffic on Gordon 
is heavy. 
     And Gordon St./Stone Rd intersection...the traffic, both pedestrian and vehicular,  is 
horrendous at the best of times, without adding more to it. 
  
4.  What about the Campus Estates Plaza?  Already the shoppers at No Frills are 
experiencing long line-ups  at checkouts.  How  do you think the addition of 1500 more 
shoppers,  OR  even 500 more, will influence the capacity of this store as well as others 
in the Plaza. 
  
5.  AND  this proposed development  WILL DEFINITELY  affect OUR property values  
    
Most of the residents of this area  bought here because it was such a nice subdivision, but 
we can see it going downhill, along with the vallue of our properties. 
  



Before making your decision on whether to support this Zoning change and contruction 
of  the  proposed  "monstrosity"  we ask you  to carefully and prayerfully consider our 
concerns. 
  
Thank you for taking time to read and consider this letter. 
  
Sincerrely 
  
(Mrs) Eileen Bousfield 
on behalf of Campus Estates residents. 
 



 

 
From: Dale Lockie  

Sent: January 14, 2011 7:13 PM 
To: Mayors Office; Lise Burcher; Leanne Piper; Todd Dennis; Karl Wettstein; 

cam.gutherie@guelph.ca; Gloria Kovach; Maggie Laidlaw; June Hofland; Ian Findlay; 

andyvanhellemond@gmail.com; Bob Bell; Jim Furfaro 
Cc: Peggy.A.Pritchard@rogers.com 

Subject: Best Western High Rise Redevelopment Proposal 

 
Dear Council Members: 
  
I would like to make three brief comments with respect to the proposed 16 storey high rise at the 
corner of Stone and Gordon Street. 
  
First, I think most people with any common sense would agree that a 16 storey student residence 
at one of the highest points in Guelph, immediately adjacent to a residential area is ludicrous. 
This is more than three times the height of the Delta Inn across the street and  more than three 
times the height of the University Centre! 
  
Secondly, this proposal, as noted in the press is not supported by the University as they do not 
feel there is a need and I suspect they are in a position to know whether more student residences 
are required. If the owners are not able to fill it with students what will they do with it? 
  
Finally, Abode in a public presentation in November suggested that such a building would help 
alleviate some of the current problems experienced by student unruliness in the old University 
area. To the contrary, such a building will likely result in current owners near the proposed 
building selling to landlords wanting to rent to students so the City will in effect have another 
(student) problem area to deal with. 
  
I trust our elected officials will give some serious thought to all the concerns raised about this very 
questionable project. 
  
  
  Dale Lockie 
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